R E P U TAT I O N
What's Behind Our Name?

Aggressive. No single word better describes Gemini Electric,
Inc. From top management down, the company is driven
by a desire to offer quality and speed in everything from its
maintenance work, plant service and new construction.
Since its founding in 1990, Gemini has taken a bold and
enterprising approach to electrical contracting, with a view
toward the long term. No project is taken on that lacks the
potential to result in a win/win situation for both Gemini and
its customer. “The only way we do a job is the right way,” says
president Matt Connors.
“The only way we do a job is the right way!”
We’re Known by the
Companies We Keep…

State-of-the-Art
Equipment…

• Home Depot
• General Electric
• Hitachi
• Marriott Hotels
• Residence Inns
• Lowe’s
• Unitil
• Jac-Pac

• Generators
> 600 kva
• Bucket Trucks
• Complete line of
Test Equipment
• Lifts to 40 ft.

Matt Connors — President, Gemini Electric, Inc.
Managed growth has led to financial stability, evidenced by a substantial bonding capacity. The company’s large
fleet of vehicles and equipment is new, modern and includes virtually every specialty tool available to do the best
job in the shortest time frame.
Only the most technically proficient and customer-focused staff are hired to work at Gemini. They are able to call
upon their lengthy industry experience — 10, 20 and 30 years in most cases — to solve customer problems. Doing
things right the first time is not just a slogan, it’s a commitment.
Nothing is more important than honoring commitments — such as completing your project on schedule. Gemini
knows well its capabilities and chooses its work accordingly. Standing behind its promises means, too, that if it
makes a mistake, it accepts full responsibility for setting it right. It is this principle which has earned Gemini the
loyalty and respect of its customers.
Capitalizing on the fact that many electrical contractors, after decades in business, have become complacent.
Capitalizing on that opportunity, Gemini’s president has assembled a team of like-minded vigorous and energetic
people. They’ve seized the initiative and now set the standard — to be the best electrical contractor in northern
New England.

HEADQUARTERS:
8 Priscilla Lane
Auburn, NH 03032
TEL: 603-644-7170
TOLL FREE: 800-259-1065
FAX: 603-645-4099

www.geminielectricinc.com

BRANCH LOCATION:
18 Donald Street
South Dartmouth, MA 02748
TEL: 800-259-1065
FAX: 508-990-7215

